2013 Kingsway Models Christmas download instructions.

The first sheet should be glued using Bostick All Purpose adhesive, to mounting card (or two layers of a Kelloggs packet). Parts from the second sheet should be glued to mounting card or thin (Christmas) card as marked.

1. Cut out the end walls and upper front wall. Carefully cut out the window openings. Use a soft pencil to colour the cut edges of card. The window pieces below are then cut out and glued behind the openings. Glue the end walls behind the front wall. Use a triangle strengthener support inside the building for strength. (Shown red on the diagram)

2. Add the small strips of brick to the inside top edges of each end wall.

3. Glue the shopfronts to the front of the building, and add the flat roof (trim to width as required).

4. For each bay, cut out three white walls (removing the window opening). Glue the printed window behind. Cut out the bay outer layer and remove the window openings. Glue a ‘white wall’ with it’s window behind the centre opening ensuring that the window is central, and then a further ‘white wall’ to each side. Fold the bay to shape, and add the flat bay roof. Cut out the bay roof tiles and fold to shape. Glue to the flat roof. The edges of the flat roof can be coloured black to represent guttering. Add the bay to the building. Repeat with the second bay.

5. Add tile capping to the bays, and end walls. Glue the roof between the end walls (trim to size if required). Fold up the chimney stack. Add the stack top. Roll up the chimney pots and blacken the tops before adding to the chimney stack.

MERRY CHRISTMAS FROM KINGSWAY!